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Pull scale spinning tests on the Tercival Provost Blk.1 
including the inverted spin 

bY 

T. H. Kerr, B.Sc. A.P.R.Ae.S 

Instrumented spinning tests on this aircraft were completed in both 
the normal and inverted attitudes. The normal spin showa the character- 
istics of the smooth and oscil’letoxy type depending upor. the control 
confipi-atlon; being oscillatory with pro-spin axleron and smooth with 
enti-3pxn aileron. The recovery was satisfactory in each case. 

Irverted spins of 'rp to six turns were completed and showed satis- 
factory characteristics both for the spin and the recovery. 
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I Introduction 

It has hcen recognised for some time that the spin and recovery 
standards used in the spinning tunnel gave results which wxe far from 
correct for the full scale spin of some arcraft. The largest discrepsn- 
cles appeared to OCCLW when the ratio of the pitchug to rolling moments of 
inertia was different from uruty i.e. B/A << I or B/A>> I. 

When B/~ was large, two marked difi?erences between the mdcl sna full 
scale spin and recovery became apparent. 

(i) The recovery from the full scale spin was much easier than the 
mcdel standards p;-edictad. 

(ii) The full scale spin was &ten extremcljr oscillatory, shorting 
large changes in the rates of roll and pitch during the spin. 

In order to uwestigate these efYects a series of spinning tests on 
several aircraft knave been started and the tests &scribed in this note on 
the Provost were one of this sencs. The inverted spin and recovery 
characteristics were also investigated and. are of special interest as these 
tests are orobably the i'u-st recorded. restits in the inverted spin in thLS 
country. 

The Pr-vast is a Z-seat single engined elementary trainer. A G.A., 
photographs, and aerodynarmo data sheet are given in Figs. I and 2 slid 
Table I. 

2 The aircraf't loading andinstrlrmentatlon 

The aircrafi: was flown et two C.G. positions in the cowsc of the 
tests, the corresponding rvelghts and calculated inertia distribution are 
given in the following table. 

TABLE II 

Aircraft Loading 

i _. dcight lb } C.G. position Moments of inertia I 

/ 
4250 0.271 SMC 
4325 

/ 
0.297 SEirC ' 

A 
I 64,924 

I 
B 131,035 

I C 183,175 

The weightiand C.G. positIons quoted here apply strictly to the sta& 
of the series of spins for each flight. However, since the tic1 used 
duri~:g the tests on each fl&ht was only about 10 gallons, the C.G. shill 
and charge In ncight were small. 

The instrumentation used is detailed in the table bclo~. 

/Table 
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TABLE III 

Instrumentation 

Qcsntity to be measured Instrument used Range 

Angular velocity about RolX gyro P' 25 ra~sec 
bo&y axes Pitch gyro 21.75 raa/sco 

Yaw gyro ,": C4 rad/sec 
Acceleration along Acceleration x1 +1g 
body ayes 11 

;: 
?lg 

It -1 to c5g 
For mvertcd spins and -5 to +lg 

Rate of descent Altimeter 
Control angles Rudder )desynns / 

Elevators) 
/ I 

These i.r&rume.lts were mrsnged in R standard auto-observer and photo- 
graphed by 8 Bell and Howell 35 mm caners at 8 frames/second. 

3 The Pl.ying technique 

The entry to the spin zn all cases was from a straight 1 g stall. 
The control movements used during the spins znd recoveries were:- 

(1) Nollnal recovery 

At the stall, full pro-spin rudder and eleva+or fully up were 
qplicd zsith the ailerons msintaned neutral. For the rccovcry, full 
opposite rudder was applied Pollowcd by the movement of tho control 
colwon forward untd the spin stopped. When the spin stopped the 
controls were oentralised, This 1s the star&m3 R.A.F. technique 
for the spin and recovery. 

(ii) Use of aileron 

Con&tlons as for (i) except that the ailerons were applied 
fully pro- or anti-spin throughout the spin ad recovery. 

(iii) Rudder only recoveries 

Conditions as for (i) except that the elevators were ~naintained 
In the up position throughout or held against some prcdctcrmincd 
artificial stop. 

(iv) Spins with flap down 

Conditions as for (1) with flq down. 

(VI Z&ins Tath entine on 

Conditions as for (i) with ene;lne on 

(vi) Spms inverted 

(See section 6.0) 
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4 The spq 

In the normal spinning conrktion (ailerons neutral) this airora3 

4.1 The normal spin. (Allcrons neu11, en,&ne idling) 

Auto-obsarver records of tile sustained spins, cnc to port and one to 
starboard, arc shwn in Figs. 3 an& 11, In the spin to pert, the oscil- 
l&ions in the rates of rot&Ion about body axes zn the incq~cnt s&n are 
slowly ampea out am?. a smooth spxn dewlopod by the fifth turn; on the 
other hand, these oscillations in the spin to starbonrci arc m=ntaznncd 
thrcu~hout the cgin at appro~mmteiy constant 3qlitucllcc. The mezm r&o of 
pitch and therefore wing tlit was very much greater :~n the sp=n to star- 
?JOZd.. Ttis inrrolTcs large anti-spin incrtsa couples 3&x+ are dcstabills- 
rng to the yximng eq'tilibrlilm in the spin and thus the osmllat~on? tend to 
be maintax-&. From the Tilots point of view the aircraft cc&l. bc 
&SSCrlbeti BS “VAlhi;lng” in the spin with the ulng tilt changing from the 
outer wing 20 to 30 degrees up, rcltltive to the honeon, 'cc the outor wing 
slightly &JVJT~. The motion is not nearly as vlolont ros the IXLly doveloped 
oscillatory spin &ascribed later. Then tic C. G. ms mcwd to the afu 
posztion the rmplitudo of the oscillatiorxe was, in general, xiorcasod to 
the fully dovelcped oscillatory sgxn although occasionally a smooth spin 
would develop 1): a spin to port. A typical auto-observer record of the 
spin Tnth the C.G. xn the aft positicn is shc?yl in Fig.5. 

A summary of the main features o f the s+Js are shoim in r:&F.17-20. 
L'zg3. 17-20 arc faxrly self oxplanitory and shculd lrcve to bc mx3t useful 
in the ccmparxon of these fuil scalc results with noti1 tests. 

Fig.19 shn;-s; that there is a fairly wide eqmmctry between the &.n~ 
tilts 1n the spins to port and starboard. it is not nor;nal to expect suon 
a xi& d;?ffcrenco and it must bc attributed to ss~~-~~:ictr~ in the e~~cra,Nc 
ltsclf, rather than slipstream or polar moments due to the cngJno ,wlna 
prop ellcr. Some small asymmetry in the aircraft was probably accentuated 
by the aircraft being almost on the boundary between the smooth an4 osciila- 
tory spins. 

In the oso~llatory spins, the mean wing tilt is alxys much greater 
thr2n for 2 s;rmlm smccth spin and It eras a chorzctcriotic of this aircraft 
that the spins to port were always smoother than the spins to s:arbcard. 

4.2 The effects of aileron applxakion on the e -- 
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It is particularly interesting to note that the incidence of the spin 
using a&l-spin aileron is less than the average for the spin wdh ailerons 
neutral and this is probably assoclatedvdh the reduced rate of rotation 
experienced during these spins. The application of pro-spin aileron aslost 
invariably produced a full oscillatory spin; auto observer records are shown 
in Figs. 7 and 8. Very high rates of &went are experienced in this type 
of spin, being up to 3% higher than that for the smooth *XI at the same 
mean incidence. 

4.3 The spin, cn&%ne on 

A check was made of the spiprring characteristics of ths aircraft when 
cruising power was maintained throughout the spin and an auto observer record 
1s shown in Fi+T. The most important change in the characteristics of the 
spin was the increase U-I the mean radius of the spin by approximately 60%. 
A change of this type was expected frcm considerations of the eqtiJ5brim 
of the spin. 

4.4 The spin, flaps dov,n 

As an lnitxal check, e&t :urn spins with take-of? flap doivn TIcl‘e 
tried and after it had been s&own that the charaderlstics of the spin and 
recovery xere little changed eight turn apxw, using full flap wzre recode& 

The aircraft was very reluctant to enter the spxn snd the first turn 
required ?xght seconds to complete. The rate of rotation throughout the 
spin was slow Cth some airframe judder and mild pro-spin slleron match. 
Recovery was normal, no difficulty was expersenced in keeping the I.&S. 
belox the msxinnxa allowed 'inth flaps dorvn even during the recovery dive. 

b5 SPUS Tath restriotea elevator travel and with the elevator movC_a, 
down during the spin 

lowing the spinning trials on the Provost at A & A?X, it was found 
that if t&e up travel of the elevators was restricted, then the spin becomes 
much smoother than when tha elevator 1s allowed its full travel. No o5vious 
explanation of this characteristic was deduced at the time and It was 
ilccided that further tests should be made aurlng this investxgatxon at R.A.E. 

The elevator travel was therefore limited in two &dfercnt ways. 

(i) After the spin ha+ become established vnth full up elevator, 
the elevator was moved clown to some predetermined posltion and then 
held fxced for the remainder of the spin. 

(ii) An artificial stop ws.s provided so that the elevator travel 
was reduced at all tunes. 

The change in rate of rotation, incidence, and the osclllztory 
character of the spin rrcre slrmlar for a given elevator movement whether 
the elevator angle was hted to a particular angle before the stall or 
move< after several turns of the spin. 

Typwal e~emplcs of the efpects on the spin of moving the elevator 
dcnm arc sholm In Figs. 10 snnd 11. 
mglc of 340, 

In Pi&IO, for a change m elcvatcr 
the lncldencc of the npln and. therefore the rate of descent 

ramins almost unchanged; the rate of rot&Ion and h vrerc increased from 
2.26 to 3.26 radians/second ma 0.284 to 0.41 respectxvely. In Fig.11 
the spin was smoothed consxderably *A&the lnciaence was iwrcased. 
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ihen the elevator travel was limted to -lyO, it was imposszblc to 
reduce the aircraft speed to the 4 g stall but when full rudder was app?lcd, 
the aircraft could enter a very steep spin, wiuch, in general, flattened 
progessively to 45O incidence. 0n one occasxm, in a spun to starboard, 
a wry steep spin r&h a very tigh rate of rdtstlon deve!aped. 

A summary of the rates of rotation as a function of elevator afig 
for the steady spin is @ven in Fig.20. 

5 The recovery 

5.1 The normal reowwy 

The recovery from the ssin was in all cases very satisfactory and 
was conip1ctea 12-i an average time of 3 seconds cr one turn of the spxl. A 
cgunon characteristic of the recovery from the smooth spin bias an incrcasc 
in the rate al' roll to a??roximatcly 3 xdians/sccond before recovery was 
completed. (Figs. 3 and 4). 

5.2 The recovery, rudder- 

The recovery, ifithis case, was borderline between rooovcry ad non- 
rccovcry. After aprli.cat;on of antl-spin rudder, the rate of rotazion in 
the spin gradually Cecreascd until the ,aircraft was rotat% in a vslde 
spiral at a rate of one turn in 6-8 seconds. This condztron a>$oared to 
be stable, although on a few occasions the spin stoF?ed ccr@etely. A 
typical example of this type of recovery is shown in FL&. 12. 

5.3 Recoveries using pro- and anti-spzn arderon 

Pro- and anti-spin aileron appeared to make little difi"ercnce to the 
time regixu?ed to recover from the spin; this remaned approxm:ately the 
same as that for ailerons neutral. Although ths tjmo is ur,chulged the 
mode of recovery xs markedly altered. In the a&l-spin azleron recoveries 
the rates of rotation about body axu fall off steadily from the slcaQ 
sp3.n values to ecro; whcrzas in the pro-spu alleron rewveries the au?- 
craft generally completes one fwther oscillation to complete the rccov~ry. 

6 The inverted spin and recovery 

Al%.ough the aircraft had not provi.o&sly been spun uwerted, it was 
very desuable that inverted spins should be invcstlgatedto provldc 
cor&irmatlon of the tunnel predictions that recovery shotid be as easy or 
easier than from the normal spin. 

6. I The tccMique 

The spin was r.ormally entered from an Inverted glide, the control 
col&Qn was pushed fully forward untiL the aircrart was at the po-~nt of talc 
stall and then full pm-spin rudder was applied. The controls were kc~-~ 
In Yms position until recovery was reqLured. For recovcq full opposite 
rudder was applied and the control column moved back until the spin stopped. 
After tnc spin stopped, the controls were centralised and a normal pullout 
was completca. 

6.2 Eesults 

T-we, four and six turn spins 112 each aircctlon were cor+cted. Time 
histories of a two and four turn spm and SIX twn spus to port and star- 
board are shoTm in Rgs.lj, 14, 15 anit 16. 



The only special feature of the spins was the very high rate of rota- 
tion bring the first turns. This may have been dne to the relatlvcly 
small elevator angle applied at tne inverted stall. 

The recovery was very satisfactory and the spin had in each case 
almost stopped In I$ scconde, b-fore the elevators w?re moved. 

Two important physiological effects were emphasised by these tests:- 

(i) When the pilot is strapped in tightly 1t needs a very long 
reach to be able to grip the control col!xnn &en it is on the for- 
ward stops. If the co&r01 column is not held in that position bet 
further back, then the rate of rotation will be hxgher than normal 
with some inc,-ease in the negative 'g' which may be &ngeroW 

(11) During the six turn spins approximately -2.25 total 'g' \:as 
applied to the pllot's head for 16 seconds. This was not scr~ous 
or really important in Itself but its eflccts rrere felt during the 
pullout after the recovery from the spin. During these pullouts 
both pilot and observer noticed appreciable reduction of their black- 
out thresholds and it was e?,simated that the blacking out occurred or 
was abou; to occw) at 3 g. Provlded that pllots are warns& tEtis 
efCxt should not be serious, 

7 - Tuft pbotomaphy 

Tuf'ts were fitted to the starboard wing tip @ig.2), tailplane, fin 
ad rdder, and could be photographed from the cockpit &ring the spir, by 
a hand-hex& tine csmera used by the observer. The photographs of the tufts 
on the tail-w&t during the smooth or oscillatory spin did. not show any 
marked differences in the type of flow betieenthe different types of spin. 

The tuft photography on the starboard wing tip was much more sxcoess- 
fill.. During the fully developed oscillatory spin, the tufts showed the 
rzsing wirg tip to be stalling and unstaliing during each turn of the spin. 
R.g.8 shows some exsmples of tha tuft phdographs dw&ng the tight turn 
spin to port, Elg.7. 

It was lnterestlng to note that &wing the spin to starboard, Fig.3 
during the milder oscillations of the "wallowing" spin, the x~ngs remaned 
fully stalled throughout the spin. 

a Cmclwia-ns 

The spiting tests on the aircraft have been valuable in obtaining a 
better understanding of many aspects of the spin and recovery of an aircraft 
having an inertia ratio (A/*) of 2. 

The more importarrt observations were:- 

(1) The normal spin showed the characteristics of the smooth and 
oscillatory types depending LTpon the control oonfiguratlons used, 
The recovery WCS satisfactxy in each case. 

(ii) During the oscxllatory spin the rising wingtip stalls and 
unstalls durz~ng each turn of the spin. 

(iii) The oscillatory spin can be smoothed by applying either anti-spin 
Laileron or down elevator. Both of these control movements give a 
decrease in wing tilt and an increase in the outward side slip in the 
spin. 
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(iv) The inverted spin on this aircraft ~a.+3 entered fkxn an inverled 
glide, and was a smooth spin at 45“ incidence. The recoveq by 
correct Gontrol movement was rapid and sdS.sfactory. 

These results will provide another series of full scale tests with 
whxh model spinning tests can be direotly compared and thus will greatly 
assint in the derivation of nw model spindEe, standa.r&. 

Author Title, etc. 

1 T. 2. Kerr and 
D. R. Dennis 

A comparison of the model end full scale 
spinning tests on a conventional straight 
v&g aircreft (Bolliol Mk.11) with 
special reference to the oscillatord~ 
nature of the spin. 
R.A.E. Report No. Aero 2480 
Feb. $953. ARC 15971. 
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TABLE I 

Aercd.ymmic data sheet for Percival Provost lV.G.502 

GI!XEP& LONG KUDINAT CONTROL 

Weight lb! - 4300 

Engine Alvis Leonides 2500 

Take-off H.P. 
/540'560 

vbg Loadmg lb/e2 i 20.1 
I 

Moment of' inertia, A, lb/f't2 1 64942 

Moment of inertia. B, lb/f't2 ' 131035 

Moment of inertia, C, lb/ft2 183175 

C.G. position aft of datum 19.04" 

At 28.5% S.KC. below datum / 10.53" 

Relative density 
at 15,000 ft "/p Sb 

! 
/ 11.85 

I- 

I- 

i- 

Tail area s* sq f-t 

Elevator area 
aft of hinge line sq ft 

Tail arm c* i?t 17.6 

Tail setting to thrust line Zero 

Elevator mgle 
t 
Up I340 
Dmm ;14.5O 

DIRWMOWL CONTROL 

Fin & Rudder area (gross) 1 
sq ft 135.09 

Rudder area 
afY of hinge line I 

sqft / 9.26 

Rudder angle (Port 
(Stbd. WINGS 

Area sq ft 

Span ft 

Mean chord f-t 

Root chord ft 

T'lp ChOd fi; 

T 214 

35.17 

G.08 

7.63 

4.33 

F 
Root section N.A.C.A. 

23015 
Modxfiei. 

Tip section N. A. C. ii, 
4412 

Modified 

Aspect ratio 5.78 

Diameter 

No. of blades 
I 

Angle to thmst line (at Root 30 t 
(at Tip 00 j 

Soldity at 0.7 radius 

48.6 

17.8 

LATER& CONTROL 

Type Set back hinge 

Area (each aft of hinge) 
sq ft 

ft 

ft 

UP 
Down 

PROPELLER 

ft 

Dihedral 

35O 
350 

Frms I 
VP 

Flap span 
Flap chord 

N.A.C.h 
Slotted / 

ft 6.53 j 

ft 1.41 1 
consts.nt I 

I: ‘, 

“i- 

i 

7.48 

9 

3 

O.O& 
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TABLE IV 

Ch3mX.erlsCl~he spin and F~DOV~N of the Perclva.& 
PPaYoSt N-K.1 W.C.92 

spin 

9 TUTI Port 

8 Turn Starboard 

8 Ts Anti-spin 
AllWOn 

8 TP Anti-spin 
Aileron 

3TS26COrpn- 
2 Boost 

3 TP 26W rpo - 
2 Boost 

3 TS Full Flap 

1 TP Full Fla? 

3 TP 

; w uevator 
Eieutre.1 

Elevator up 

; TP 

I 'IS Stick mwed 
SliehtIy tid. 

ITS " 0 

I 'IS Stick moved 
Slightly fwd. 
rmm Stall 

i TP Aft C.G. 

'IS Sttck moved 
slightly fwd. 

TS Stick moved 
Slightly fwd. 
after 3 LurIIS 

TS Ait C.G. 

, TS AfS C.G. 

3 TP hit C.G. 

Elm 
-AI& 
- 

-34c 

-3v 

00 

.24O 

‘. 
,e 

5 

- 

n 
- 

2.2 

2.1' 

2.w 

2.01 

2.1; 

1.9: 

2.z 

2.1: 

2.4: 

2.3 

X26 

2.26 

2.84 

2.47 

2.9 

2.80 

2.19 

547 

1.49 

2.47 

-I- 

5 4 

5 

7 

3 

; + 

I 

? 

I 

+ 

+ 

l 

+’ 

+’ 

+’ 

- 

x 
- 
+3.5' 

+13O 

122.6' 

-3O 

+190 

.16.5O 

*17Q 

+5.50 

+6.S" 

*2.50 

430 

100 

17O 

180 

17.50 

+3*5O 

17.00 

17.00 

.6.P 

T 

, 

+ 

1 

+ 

’ * 

* 

+. 

+: 

4 

4 

+i 

+1 

% 
- 

+2.B 

.13.6 

+17O 

+5.8' 

-2.3' 

11.5' 

12.7' 

12.7' 

t4.5' 

+4+7' 

bl.% 

65.9 

r7.G 

12.6' 

I A0 

14.2O 

.2.6O 

i2.60 

1.20 

+4.70 131 

/ 

R 
- 

62 

7.65 

7.3 

0.5 

7.94 

0.0 

2.43 0.W 

7.83 0.29i 

5.78 0.28 

6.19 0.29! 

3.91 

5.72 

5.32 

L25 

223 

i.58 

i.22 

i.65 

5.36 

- 

h 
- 

0.27 

0.22 

0.21, 

0.24 

0.24: 2 

3 1 

4 

7 

3 

3 

+ 

> 

OhOf 

0.281 

0.35f 

3.271 

3.316 

w51 

1.W 

L3C 

L238 

0.m ir 

6.9 N ASA 

N 
8.N) mgim 

on 

N 
IO.00 Engine 

on 

7.5O N 

5.5' N 

6.00 tt.0 

5.0“ Elev.1 

Elm. i 

6.5" -2.0, 

6.0' N 

6.5O N 

7.00 N 

5.50 N 

6.5' N 

5,5' N 

N 

N 

N 

6.00 N 

5.0° N PBA 

7.0° I; ASA 2.5 6 

N PSA 3.5 

3.5 

3.5 

4.4 

3.2 

3.8 

3.0 

3.7 

2.5 

2.5 

X0 

3.5 

25 

2.0 

3.0 

3.5 

10 

10 

11 

5 

- 
lme t 
Bcow 
3ecs. - 

2.5 

3.0 

'12' 



TABLE IV (CONT.) 

Spill 

8 TS Elova-wor re- 
strIcted 30 

8 TS Elevdtor I..?- 
Stricted 100 

3 TF’ Elevator re- 
strlcted loo 

3 TP Elevator IV- 
stricted ifi0 

i TS Elevator I%- 
Sti-ioted lOa - 
ASA 

; TS Clevator re- 
stricted 100 - 
PSk 

; TP Full Flap 

; TS Full Flap 
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FIG.1. G.A. PERCIVAL PROVOST 
W.G. 503. 





FIG. 3. 

FIG 3. EIGHT TURN SPIN TO STARBOARD 
Al LERONS NEUTRAL. 
PROVOST W. G. 503. 



FIG. 4 



FIG.5 

FIG.5. EIGHT TURNS TO STARBOARD C.G. AFT. 



FIG 6. 
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FIG. 7. 

FIG. 7. EIGHT TURN SPIN TO PORT. PRO -SPIN 
AILERON THROUGHOUT SPIN & RECOVERY. 





FIG 9 



FIG. IO. 

FIG. IO. 6 TURN PORT, ATTEMPTED RECOVERY ELEVATORS 
ONLY. PROVOST W.C. 503. 
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FIG.II. EIGHT TURN SPIN TO STARBOARD STICK MOVED 
APPROX 2” F WD AFTER 4 TURNS. PRObOST W.G. 503. 
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FIG.12. EIGHT TURN SPIN TO PORT RUDDER ONLY 
RECOVERY. PROVOST W G. 503. 
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FIG. 13. 

FIG.13. TWO TURN STARBOARD INVERTED SPIN. 



FIG 

FIG.14. FOUR TURN PORT INVERTEO SPIN. 
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FIG. 15. SIX TURN INVERTED SPIN TO STARBOARD. 
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FIG. 16. SIX TURN INVERTED SPIN TO PORT 
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FIG.17 RATE OF DESCENT AND DRAG 
COEFFICIENT AS A FUNCTION OF 

INCIDENCE IN THE SPIN. 
PERCIVAL PROVOST. W.G. 503. 



FIG. 18. 
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FIG. 18. INCIDENCE AND SPIN RADIUS AS A 
FUNCTION OF THE RATE OF ROTATION IN 
THE SPIN. PERCIVAL PROVOST. W.G. 503. 



FIG. 19 & 20. 
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FIG. 20. RATE OF ROTATION AS A 
FUNCTION OF ELEVATOR ANGLE 

ON THE SPIN. 
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